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There is one  outdoor that is the  best of all and  that garden is  showing the way  for all gardens  at
this weekâ€™s Hampton Court Palace Flower  expedition. The cube lighting night  garden has a  big
host of  plants and  alternative ideas, and this has been  built entirely  inside a  dark out marquee.
An  prize winning  outdoor designer called Kari Beardsell said: â€œThe exciting  new developments  in
lighting open up fantastic  possibilities for  spaces and I want to  demonstrate how  gardening and
features can  be enjoyed after the  straight light has faded. He also went  on to say â€œ every gardens
are magical  and can be  changed into something special , because of this there will be no need to 
go indoors and stay  inside.â€•

The night  garden has plants  that are  picked because of their high  quality  appearance and there
nice  smell. For example  first of the flowers  is the white flower,  and as Nicotiana, and the  glow
bark of silver  birch all shine at sundown . One of the  biggest popular  shrubs are plants that
(release  their  smells at night to attract V brings insects for pollination, including  night phlox, night
scented stock and honeysuckle, these are the  flowers also being used. The lights  that  will  being
used are mainly  LEDâ€™s as  this  are bright  but are also  good  to use and they are also have  small
maintenance, the advantages  of using these lights  means that they  let off very  minimal heat
levels,  meantime the light can  still shine  inside foliage.  although not all the lights  are LEDâ€™s as
some  are  radiant pavers that are  made by using recycled  smashed glass, this is  highly good for
the environment  and also promotes  recycling. These  bulbs have been  created and manufactured 
exclusively  for the  expedition by Cube Lighting, this means that the cube lighting is also unique.

Brett Landscaping is also doing  its bit as it is providing  hard landscaping  equipment for the 
outdoors, Brett Landscaping is also providing  other  components for the show , and these are
polished  sandstone for its pool  area and pergoda. The  benefits of using polished  stone are that
â€œpolished  sandstone  is good for  night gardensâ€• this was said by Kari Beardsell. They also  went on
to add â€œThe  bright colour of the paving  remains visible  for a  extended time as the  unaffected light
fades . Dimension is achieved  when elements  in the sandstone are  caught up by the  bulb making
the paving sparkle .â€•

The Hampton Court Palace Flower show is open from July the 5th till July the 6th. But then the
event will be open for the public from Thursday until Sunday (July 7 to 10).
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